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ABSTRACT
We present polarization measurements of extragalactic radio sources observed during the Cosmic
Microwave Background polarization survey of the Q/U Imaging Experiment (QUIET), operating at
43 GHz (Q-band) and 95 GHz (W-band). We examine sources selected at 20 GHz from the public,
>40 mJy catalog of the Australia Telescope (AT20G) survey. There are ∼480 such sources within
QUIET’s four low-foreground survey patches, including the nearby radio galaxies Centaurus A and
Pictor A. The median error on our polarized flux density measurements is 30–40 mJy per Stokes
parameter. At S/N > 3 significance, we detect linear polarization for seven sources in Q-band and six
in W-band; only 1.3± 1.1 detections per frequency band are expected by chance. For sources without
a detection of polarized emission, we find that half of the sources have polarization amplitudes below
90 mJy (Q-band) and 106 mJy (W-band), at 95% confidence. Finally, we compare our polarization
measurements to intensity and polarization measurements of the same sources from the literature. For
the four sources with WMAP and Planck intensity measurements > 1 Jy, the polarization fraction
are above 1% in both QUIET bands. At high significance, we compute polarization fractions as
much as 10–20% for some sources, but the effects of source variability may cut that level in half
for contemporaneous comparisons. Our results indicate that simple models—ones that scale a fixed
polarization fraction with frequency—are inadequate to model the behavior of these sources and their
contributions to polarization maps.
Keywords: cosmic microwave background—galaxies: active—galaxies: individual (Cen A, Pict A)—
methods: statistical—polarization
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21. INTRODUCTION
Polarized Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) fluc-
tuations are important for cosmological analysis because
they carry information that is complementary to temper-
ature fluctuations, and they can therefore tighten cos-
mological parameter constraints. Furthermore, observa-
tions of the large-scale odd-parity (B-mode) polarization
patterns predicted by inflation can constrain inflation-
ary models and, consequently, the underlying GUT-scale
physics22. On small scales, polarization fluctuations are
essential to establish high signal-to-noise ratio measure-
ments of CMB lensing caused by foreground structure
(Okamoto & Hu 2003; Hirata & Seljak 2003; Smith et al.
2012). However, polarized emission—from Active Galac-
tic Nuclei (AGNs) and other extragalactic sources—
creates an additional source of fluctuations in the polar-
ized microwave sky, leading to a small-scale systematic
effect for CMB polarization experiments (e.g. De Zotti
et al. 1999, 2005; Tucci et al. 2004, 2005; The COrE Col-
laboration et al. 2011; Tucci & Toffolatti 2012). Polarized
point sources will limit bispectrum non-Gaussianity pa-
rameter fNL studies at lower CMB observation frequen-
cies, ν < 100 GHz (Curto et al. 2013). Measurements of
bright polarization sources help us to refine models of the
point source emission, and account for the contribution
of dimmer, unobserved sources. Also, if we can identify
bright and compact polarized sources, they make valu-
able calibrators for millimeter wave polarization surveys
(e.g. Agudo et al. 2012).
In the following we make polarization measurements of
extragalactic radio sources at 43 and 95 GHz with data
from the Q/U Imaging ExperimenT (QUIET Collabora-
tion et al. 2011, 2012, 2013). This work is ancillary to
QUIET’s main aim to measure the CMB polarization,
but useful because these measurements provide informa-
tion about the cores and jets of active galaxies, and they
provide a handle on the contamination by such sources
to measurements of the CMB (Mesa et al. 2002; Lo´pez-
Caniego et al. 2009; Jackson et al. 2010; Battye et al.
2011).
In unification models, active galaxies that look differ-
ent are actually similar objects, containing central, su-
permassive black holes with accretion disks and jets of
relativistic plasma (Readhead et al. 1978; Begelman et al.
1984; Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995). Their
luminosities and spectral lines may differ because they
are observed at different angles, have different black hole
masses and angular momenta, accrete at different rates,
and possess different interstellar media. Through syn-
chrotron and inverse Compton emission, these objects
radiate across the electromagnetic spectrum, including
at millimeter wavelengths (30–300 GHz). At frequencies
≥ 1 GHz, they typically have polarization fractions of a
few percent (Stil et al. 2014). Because they are so lumi-
nous, we can watch the evolution of supermassive black
holes and their host galaxies over cosmic time.
An advantage of millimeter observations of AGN polar-
ization is that they avoid the undesirable effect of Fara-
day rotation. The angle of Faraday rotation (β) is pro-
22 Upward revisions in the assessment of the Galactic dust con-
tamination (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) have tempered initial
claims of CMB B-mode observations (BICEP2 collaboration, Ade
et al. 2014).
portional to the square of the wavelength, β = RMλ2,
and the typical rotation measures (RM) in these ob-
jects are ∼ 102–104 rad m−2 (Zavala & Taylor 2002,
2003, 2004). Thus only at wavelengths shorter than
λ ∼ 10−3 m can we reduce Faraday rotation (and the
subsequent depolarization in regions of inhomogeneous
magnetic field) to levels that allow order-degree mea-
surements of the intrinsic polarization direction, even for
bright sources. Also, at longer wavelengths, the jet’s
opacity shrouds its inner parts due to synchrotron self-
absorption, while at millimeter wavelengths, measure-
ments like these probe the magnetic field environment
in the inner jet regions (Potter & Cotter 2012).
However, as of today there are only a few polarization
surveys of AGNs > 20 GHz, particularly at < 1 Jy, due to
observational challenges. Compared to radio telescopes,
millimeter-wave telescopes and receivers are less sensitive
and the sources are often dimmer. Efforts include those
by Agudo et al. (2010), who targeted 145 sources with
the Institut de Radioastronomie Millime´trique (IRAM)
30 m dish at 90 GHz; Lo´pez-Caniego et al. (2009), who
identified 22 objects in Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Probe (WMAP) polarization data (Page et al. 2007); and
Battye et al. (2011), who made VLA measurements at 8–
43 GHz of WMAP catalog sources (Wright et al. 2009).
Thus, much of the information about AGNs at these
frequencies must come from CMB surveys themselves.
Although the main science goals of dedicated CMB ex-
periments often target angular scales that are signifi-
cantly larger than 1′, they nonetheless make useful con-
tributions to AGN science because they survey large ar-
eas of the sky, rather than aiming at known targets.
QUIET’s unique dataset, one of the most sensitive to
date at these frequencies, will at Q-band continue to be
competitive even after the Planck polarization data re-
lease. QUIET’s beams have Full Widths at Half Maxi-
mum (FWHMs) of 27′ and 13′, large compared to most
AGNs, so for all but a few systems we measure an inte-
grated flux density for the whole system.
Most AGNs, particularly blazars, are known to be vari-
able, so it can be useful to make many short-duration
observations with multiple bands simultaneously (Agudo
et al. 2014). By contrast, the long duration campaigns
for some CMB observation strategies may provide only
season- or year-long average emission23. This includes
our QUIET observations, as the Q- and W-band ob-
servations took place in subsequent years, 2008–2009 (8
months) and 2009–2010 (17 months). The correspond-
ing maps integrate observations over whole seasons to
achieve low noise over broad sky areas, which is im-
portant for CMB measurements. Other on-going low-
frequency CMB and CMB-foreground experiments, like
C-BASS (5 GHz, 44′ FWHM; Holler et al. 2011; King
et al. 2014) and QUIJOTE (10–40 GHz, 17′–55′ FWHM;
Rubin˜o-Mart´ın et al. 2012), can also provide useful AGN
science.
Our method probes the polarization of objects with
known positions. Typically CMB surveys are less sensi-
23 For example, WMAP scanned large areas of the sky rapidly
and repeatedly, building up sensitivity gradually. Planck, by con-
trast, focused on one thin ring on the sky at a time, achieving the
full survey sensitivity after a few minutes, but not returning to the
same region of sky until the next survey, months later.
3tive in polarization than total intensity, and the sources
are often just a few percent polarized. It is therefore use-
ful to detect sources in total intensity, and also use those
same measurements to determine the source positions.
Alternatively, one could take source positions from an ex-
ternal catalogs or different frequency bands, where a par-
ticular instrument may be more sensitive or the sources
are brighter. For AGN, radio surveys like NVSS and
FIRST (and the VLA Sky Survey24 in the future) can
identify sources down to sub-mJy flux levels, and have
small positional uncertainty (Condon et al. 1998; Becker
et al. 1995; Murphy & Baum 2014). The use of exter-
nal source catalogs is particularly important for QUIET,
because the QUIET detector technology is specifically
optimized for dedicated polarization measurements, and
deep QUIET temperature maps are not readily available.
In this work, we adopt the catalog from the Australia
Telescope 20 GHz (AT20G) Survey of the Southern sky
(Massardi et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2010), and we mea-
sure the polarized flux density at the specified locations
in the QUIET sky maps, carefully accounting for the er-
rors caused by instrumental noise and background CMB
fluctuations. We then compare the measured fluxes in
the two QUIET bands to intensity and polarization mea-
surements of the same sources in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First,
in Section 2 we describe the QUIET observations and
the AT20G source sample. In Section 3, we outline the
method for measuring the polarized source flux density
from our QUIET maps, before reporting our results in
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclu-
sions.
Throughout we refer to Stokes parameters and
angles defined in Galactic coordinates, using the
CMB/HEALPix convention25 (Go´rski et al. 2005; Zal-
darriaga & Seljak 1997). This facilitates direct compari-
son to Planck and WMAP CMB maps at the same fre-
quencies, which are sensitive to sources down to ∼ 1 Jy.
We useQ and U to refer to Stokes parameter values in the
CMB map in thermodynamic temperature. Flux density
is denoted by SQ and SU . For the polarization ampli-
tude we similarly use P and SP , and for the polarization
angle we use α.
The Stokes parameters and linear polarized flux den-
sity are related by
SP = (S
2
Q + S
2
U )
1/2 (1)
α=
1
2
arctan(SU/SQ)
SQ=SP cos(2α)
SU =SP sin(2α)
where α is the polarization angle between the electric
field and a fiducial axis, and has range 0 < α < pi. We
note that the pairs of quantities (SQ, SU ) and (SP , 2α)
are equivalent to Cartesian and polar coordinates in a
plane26, which aids us in later computations. Source
positions are in the J2000 epoch.
24 https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/vlass
25 IAU convention differs by the sign of U , so that SU,IAU = −SU
as we have written it.
26 In optics, the mid-plane of the Poincare´ sphere.
2. DATA
2.1. QUIET CMB maps
The QUIET instrument (QUIET Collaboration et al.
2013) consisted of a 1.4 m side-fed Dragonian telescope
coupled to an array of correlation polarimeters. These
used High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) ampli-
fiers cooled to 20 K. Situated on the Chajnantor plateau
in Chile’s Atacama region, QUIET made polarized mi-
crowave measurements of six patches of the sky; two in
the Galactic plane and four in low-foreground regions.
The latter yielded polarization maps and CMB power
spectra at 43 GHz (Q-band, QUIET Collaboration et al.
2011) and 95 GHz (W-band, QUIET Collaboration et al.
2012).
The Q-band receiver had 17 polarization-sensitive as-
semblies with a total sensitivity of 69 µKs1/2, and was
mounted on the telescope during the first observing sea-
son beginning in 2008 October. The W-band receiver
had 84 polarization-sensitive assemblies and a sensitivity
of 87 µKs1/2, and was mounted on the telescope during
2009 July. The second observing season proceeded un-
til 2010 December. The instrument produced more than
10 000 hours of data between the two bands. For point
sources in the low-foreground patches, this yields a me-
dian 1σ sensitivity per Stokes parameter of 32 mJy for
Q-band and 39 mJy for W-band. Over the same area of
sky and in the same bands, this compares favorably to
the polarization errors for WMAP, > 70 mJy, and the
upcoming release of Planck polarization data, for which
we estimate errors > 50 mJy based on the 2013 catalog
(which contained intensity only).
Bandpasses for QUIET were determined with a sig-
nal generator and standard gain horn, injecting known
signals into the front window of the cryostat. Effective
frequencies in polarization were found to be 43.0 GHz
and 94.4 GHz for Q- and W-bands respectively, with
7.6 GHz and 10.7 GHz bandwidths, for a CMB blackbody
spectrum (Tables 6 and 11, QUIET Collaboration et al.
2013). Below we adopted the CMB values for our compu-
tation of flux density. Note that for AGN-type spectra27
the effective frequencies are lower by ∼0.2 and 0.1 GHz,
respectively, but at our relatively low signal-to-noise ra-
tio, this difference is not important.
For both arrays, we obtained beam profiles derived
from observations of Jupiter and Tau A, the brightest
unpolarized and polarized sources on the sky that are
compact compared to the QUIET beams. Observations
with the polarimeter assemblies of the fainter polariza-
tion signal from Tau A were found to be consistent with
the Jupiter profiles from the temperature assemblies, af-
ter accounting for bandpasses, source spectra, and horn
positions within the focal plane (QUIET Collaboration
et al. 2013).
The impact of the beam on the map is nearly axisym-
metric, a product of the intrinsic roundness of the op-
tical beams and the sky- and active boresight-rotations.
Including the effect of scan-to-scan pointing jitter, the
FWHM of the effective beam for Q-band is 27.3′; for W-
band it is 12.8′. We compute the beam window function
with a Legendre transform of a one-dimensional Hermite
27 The typical AGN-type spectrum at microwave frequencies is
nearly flat, with S ∝ ναSED and αSED ∼ 0.
4expansion of the symmetrized beam (Monsalve 2010). A
pixel window function captures the integration over the
finite-sized pixels. This is folded into our expected pro-
file for a point-like source. Any error in pointing reduces
the measured source flux density. The uncertainty on
the absolute pointing calibration is 3.5′ for Q-band; in
simulations, such an error in pointing decreases the mea-
sured flux from a source by about 2.1%, much smaller
than our other errors. For W-band, the uncertainty is
2′, but the beam is smaller, and this position error de-
creases the measured flux by 11% in simulations. For
our bright sources (∼ 100 mJy), this is less than a third
of the typical statistical error, but for most sources it is
much less.
We characterized the instrumental polarization with
Jupiter, decomposing the polarization leakage maps into
Gauss-Hermite moments (Monsalve 2010). The largest
moment was the Q-band temperature to polarization
monopole, for which the module-median leakage was
∼1%. The W-band median leakage was 0.25%, and typi-
cal values for the higher moments ranged between 0.2 and
0.4%. Sky rotation and instrumental rotation around the
boresight help to mitigate this leakage. For instance, in
the W-band power spectrum analysis (QUIET Collabo-
ration et al. 2012), these effects yielded a factor of ∼40
improvement in the systematic BB contamination (as-
suming zero input B-modes signal) and a factor of ∼10
improvement for EE28. For Q-band, with less variety
in rotation about the telescope boresight, the mitigation
degrades by roughly a factor 1.3 in the power spectrum.
To control systematic errors, the QUIET analysis used
a pair of map-making and power spectrum estimation
pipelines. This paper uses products from the maximum
likelihood pipeline (pipeline “B” in earlier papers), which
projects the time-ordered data into the map domain
while accounting for its noise covariance, the telescope
pointing model, and a bandpass filter that suppressed
both low frequency noise and scan-synchronous contam-
ination. In addition to the actual map, the maximum-
likelihood method also produces a full pixel–pixel noise
covariance, which forms the noise model adopted be-
low. From these maps and covariance matrices, we ex-
cise miniature maps containing only those pixels within
a radius of 60′ (Q-band) or 30′ (W-band) of the source
catalog positions, depending on the band’s beam size,
and we retain only the pixel noise covariance for these
small submaps. Finally, because of the high-pass filters
applied in the original QUIET analysis, the very largest
scales in these maps are associated with significant un-
certainties, and we therefore marginalize over a baseline
offset for each source, adopting independent offset planes
in the Stokes Q and U parameters.
Table 1 summarizes our observations for point sources,
which we detail below.
2.2. AT20G source sample
The Australia Telescope 20 GHz Survey (AT20G, Mas-
sardi et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2010; Massardi et al.
2011b) covered sources across the entire Southern Hemi-
sphere. The source catalog includes 5890 sources brighter
28 A smaller improvement is seen for EE than BB, because
intensity-to-polarization leakage tends to primarily induce E-mode
residuals.
Table 1
Summary of QUIET source observations
Band ν FWHM Pol. sensitivity Count
(GHz) (arcmin) (mJy) (S/N > 3)
Q 43.0 27.3 32 mJy 7
W 94.4 12.8 39 mJy 6
Note. — For each band, the effective frequency, beam full-width
at half-maximum, median polarization sensitivity to point sources
with known position (per Stokes parameter), and the number of
compact sources in which we detect polarized emission at S/N > 3.
Table 2
AT20G counts near QUIET patches
Patch RA dec. N sources N (20 GHz pol.)
CMB-1 12:04:00 -39:00:00 108 12
CMB-2 05:12:00 -39:00:00 143 26
CMB-3 00:48:00 -48:00:00 130 18
CMB-4 22:44:00 -36:00:00 95 11
Totals 476 67
Note. — QUIET low foreground patch centers, the number
of sources in the AT20G catalog within 12◦ of the center (after
cuts for QUIET Q-band coverage), and the number of sources with
measured 20 GHz polarization.
than 40mJy at 20 GHz. All sources in the catalog have
S/N ≥ 8.0, and the median S/N = 19.3. Each source
was measured simultaneously in intensity and polariza-
tion. Many sources have also near-simultaneous mea-
surements at 5 and 8 GHz, and polarization was detected
for 1559 sources in at least one band. Some of the bright-
est sources were re-observed with 1 mJy polarization sen-
sitivity at 20 GHz (Massardi et al. 2013). Sky areas
within 12◦ of the nominal centers of the low-foreground
QUIET patches contain 531 sources, 86 of which have
a 20 GHz polarization measurement (Table 2). Because
our cut-out maps may intersect the edge of our survey,
we additionally require that each source map must con-
tain a minimum number of pixels (7′ size), namely 120
for Q-band and 30 for W-band. This costs us minimal
statistical power, because the survey sensitivity declines
gradually at the patch edges, and those sources are only
poorly measured. This cut reduces the number of can-
didate sources to 476 for Q-band and 480 for W-band.
For sources that have AT20G-measured polarization at
20 GHz, 67 fall in our Q-band map and 71 fall in our
W-band map, due to slight differences in sky coverage.
About 23% of the sources have a nearby source lo-
cated within 30′, so to note possible contamination, these
sources are flagged in our summary statistics. Since
AT20G is 91% complete above 100 mJy in total intensity
(Murphy et al. 2010), we expect that they have captured
nearly everything brighter than a few mJy in polariza-
tion. QUIET’s 1σ sensitivity is typically 30–40 mJy per
Stokes parameter, so we have not considered source con-
fusion noise beyond this flagging; especially after averag-
ing over polarization directions, it will be small compared
to our uncertainty.
3. METHOD
3.1. Estimation of Stokes parameters
5For a point source of radiation, we model our data as
d = Fs+ n, (2)
where the vector d contains the measured polarization
values for pixels near the source, the matrix F is the
two-dimensional template for a point source in those pix-
els, and the vector s contains the polarized flux density
and parameters for the template. The vector n denotes
instrumental and background noise. The minimum-
variance unbiased source flux density estimate is
s˜ = (FTN−1F)−1FTN−1d, (3)
where N is the instrumental noise covariance.
The template for each source is built from an axisym-
metric source profile, sampled at the distances from the
source catalog position to the map pixel centers (Schultz
& Huffenberger 2012). The source profile combines the
effects of the beam and pixel window function, which are
combined in harmonic space, then converted to real space
with a Legendre transform. We convert from flux density
to temperature units in the source template, using the ef-
fective band frequency. As a rule of thumb, a 100 mJy
source creates a 24µK peak signal in Q-band, and a 29
µK peak signal in W-band. As mentioned above, to re-
duce our sensitivity to large scale modes, we additionally
fit and marginalize over a constant planar offset, indepen-
dent for each Stokes parameter, for every source. Thus
our model for the vector s includes (SQ, SU , AQ, AU )
T ,
where (SQ, SU ) are the linear polarized flux densities and
(AQ, AU ) are the constant offsets.
For point sources, the effective noise matrix N includes
contributions from two terms, instrumental noise and
CMB fluctuations. The instrumental contribution dom-
inates, and has a standard deviation of ∼20µK for a 7’
Q-band pixel near the center of the map; for a W-band
pixel it is typically lower by a factor of ∼ 0.6. Due to the
QUIET scanning strategy, the covariance is nearly diag-
onal, although slightly anticorrelated for adjacent pixels.
The second, and smaller, contribution to the covariance
is from the CMB, an unavoidable background for these
sources. This contribution is evaluated from the CMB
power spectrum (Kamionkowski et al. 1997) based on
the WMAP7 best-fit spectrum (Larson et al. 2011), ac-
counting for beam window and pixel window functions.
The resulting covariance is dense, and has an RMS of
∼1µK for Q-band and ∼2µK for W-band; the different
amplitudes is due to the different beams. Because the
CMB is highly correlated, the Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient is r ∼ 0.8 or higher for adjacent pixels. Including
the CMB fluctuation in the covariance matrix accounts
for CMB polarization modes which could otherwise mas-
querade as source flux, and potentially bias the source
amplitude.
The polarization estimate s˜ has covariance matrix
C = (FTN−1F)−1. (4)
For each source this is a symmetric 4 × 4 matrix, list-
ing every combination of Stokes parameters and offsets.
Marginalizing over the offsets amounts to retaining the
four entries for the Stokes parameter combinations QQ,
QU , UQ, and UU to build the 2× 2 marginal covariance
Cm. This matrix is nearly diagonal, and the marginal
uncertainty for most sources in our sample is less than
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Figure 1. Uncertainty distribution for the Stokes parameter SQ,
as defined by the square root of the QQ-component of the covari-
ance. Distributions for σU are similar.
100 mJy (see Figure 1), with a median uncertainty per
Stokes parameter of 32 mJy for Q-band and 39 mJy for
W-band29. We may expect such a wide range in errors
because the map sensitivity drops near the edge of each
patch. By comparison, in the WMAP 9-year point source
catalog, the median error on total intensity is 50 mJy in
Q-band and 170 mJy in W-band (Wright et al. 2009), and
polarization errors would be bigger by a factor
√
2. For
the Planck catalog of compact sources (Planck Collabo-
ration et al. 2013), the median intensity error is 110 mJy
at 44 GHz and 60 mJy at 100 GHz after two sky surveys.
Errors will improve from the inclusion of three more sur-
veys in the upcoming releases, but for polarization they
will also be degraded by a factor
√
2. Thus QUIET’s
uncertainty per source is competitive with both WMAP
and Planck ; however, they have the advantage that they
cover 40 times more sky area.
For every source we compute
χ2 = (SQ SU )C
−1
m (SQ SU )
T , (5)
based on the marginalized covariance and the null hy-
pothesis that there is no polarized flux. We then com-
pute the probability-to-exceed (PTE) for the resulting
χ2 due to chance alone, P (> χ2), where the two Stokes
parameters are the two degrees of freedom. Low proba-
bility indicates significant flux density. We also compute
the signal-to-noise ratio in terms of the equivalent signif-
icance in standard deviations for a Gaussian distribution
29 For W-band the noise in temperature units is typically lower
than in Q-band by a factor ∼ 0.6, while the smaller beam concen-
trates the source signal by a factor of the solid angle ratio ∼ 4.
However, the number of pixels that meaningfully contribute to the
estimate is also smaller by the same factor, which increases the
error by a factor ∼ √4 = 2. The blackbody conversion factor
dB/dT to flux density units from temperature is roughly a factor
of 5 larger for W-band. So the crude expectation is that W-band
errors will be 0.6/4× 2× 5 = 1.5 times larger than Q-band errors,
while we observe a factor ∼ 1.4.
6with the same probability,
P (> χ2) = 1− erf
(
S/N√
2
)
. (6)
where erf is the error function. Whenever we discuss the
significance of polarized emission, we compute it from the
measured Stokes parameters using Gaussian/χ2 statis-
tics defined in this way.
3.2. Estimation of polarized amplitude
The amplitude of polarization is positive-definite, re-
quiring non-Gaussian statistics especially when signal-
to-noise ratio is low. Our estimates of the Stokes pa-
rameters SQ and SU are unbiased, but computing the
polarized flux naively as SP = (S
2
Q + S
2
U )
1/2 is biased
by the noise. This bias is treated elsewhere in the liter-
ature: Simmons & Stewart (1985) account for the biases
when Stokes parameters are uncorrelated and have the
same errors, using properties of the Rice distribution;
Plaszczynski et al. (2014) develop an analytic, approxi-
mate distribution for the general case of correlated errors;
Vidal et al. (2014) treat a case with an already-known
polarization angle; and Montier et al. (2014) compare
several estimation methods. Our Stokes parameters are
approximately uncorrelated, but we develop a simple al-
ternative approach which retains the full correlated in-
formation via a Monte Carlo method.
For each source, we seek the posterior probability (P)
for the true Stokes parameters (SQ, SU ), the polarized
flux (Sp), and polarization angle (α), all conditioned on
our observed Stokes parameters. The covariance we com-
puted gives the likelihood (L) of an observation based on
the true value. Using Bayes theorem and a uniform prior,
we write the posterior as
P(SQ, SU |SobsQ , SobsU ) ∝ L(SobsQ , SobsU |SQ, SU ), (7)
which is a 2-d Gaussian distribution with mean and co-
variance given by the measurement. To compute the
distribution of SP (and α), we generate samples of the
Stokes parameters from this Gaussian distribution. We
then multiply with the Jacobian to transform the sam-
pled distribution while conserving probability,
P(SQ, SU ) = P(SP , 2α)
∣∣∣∣∂(SQ, SU )∂(SP , 2α)
∣∣∣∣ = P(SP , 2α)Sp.
(8)
Finally, we marginalize the right-hand distribution
to produce the 1-d posterior for the polarized flux
P(SP |SobsQ , SobsU ). This simply amounts to binning the
samples, dividing the bin value by SP , then normalizing.
We construct the distribution for the angle in a similar
way.
We use 107 samples for each source, which probes the
shape of the likelihood sufficiently in only a few seconds
per source. In Figure 2 we show that this method repro-
duces the Rice distribution behavior from Simmons &
Stewart (1985, Figure 2). As there, for sources with mea-
sured polarized emission less than ∼1.41 times the error
per Stokes parameter, the maximum likelihood value for
the true polarization is zero, and the measured polariza-
tion is likely the result of noise alone. For sources with
larger measured polarization, the maximum likelihood
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Figure 2. Example posteriors for polarized flux density measure-
ments. Both have diagonal covariances with σQ = σU = 40 mJy.
Top: For a low S/N ratio, in this case a 40 mJy observation, the
maximum probability point for the true polarization is near zero,
and we accordingly quote only a 95% upper limit. Bottom: For
a higher S/N ratio, such as a 160 mJy observation, the maximum
probability for the true polarization occurs near the observed value.
In cases like these we quote the 68% interval.
value exceeds zero, and at high signal-to-noise ratio, the
maximum likelihood estimate approaches the true value.
When the signal-to-noise ratio for a given source is
high, the likelihood peaks well away from zero polar-
ized flux. Like Vaillancourt (2006), we base confidence
intervals for these cases on the integrated probability,
and report the median 68% interval (from the 16th to
84th percentile) of the posterior, which contains the max-
imum posterior point. When the signal-to-noise ratio for
a source is low, the polarization likelihood peaks near
zero polarized flux, and the maximum posterior point is
typically closer to zero than the median 68% interval. In
this paper, we report a 95% upper limit for any source
with S/N< 2.
4. RESULTS
The two brightest objects in our fields, Centaurus A
and Pictor A, have structures that are extended com-
pared to our beams. We report results for these first,
followed by the larger population of fainter objects, which
we treat as point sources.
4.1. Extended sources
The brightest object in our fields is the radio galaxy
Centaurus A. In radio images this object is nearly 10 de-
grees across, and has several major components (Junkes
et al. 1993), including the Northern and Southern Giant
Outer Lobes, the Northern Middle Lobe (30′ North of
the core), the inner lobes, and the nuclear region. With
our angular resolution, we can only resolve the outer
and middle lobes. Also, Cen A lies in the outskirts of
our patch CMB-1, in a region with fewer observations,
less cross-linking, and higher noise than the bulk of our
survey. It lies outside the normal processing mask for
our maximum likelihood pipeline. For that reason we
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Figure 3. Radio galaxy Cen A (l = 309.516, b = 19.417), showing Stokes Q and U , polarization vectors, and total intensity from WMAP
(Bennett et al. 2013), for Q-band (43 GHz, above) and W-band (95 GHz, below). Images are 4◦ on a side, and show naively binned maps in
gnomonic projection; Galactic longitude varies in the horizontal direction. For comparison, we plot contours from the Haslam et al. (1982)
radio map at 408 MHz, indicating radio brightness temperatures TB = 70, 140, 280, 420 K (from the outside in). The small blue box in the
vector image, the central 6× 4 sq. arcmin, spans the extent of the galaxy in 2MASS imaging.
limit ourselves here to qualitative discussion in the fol-
lowing. Nonetheless, Cen A is so bright that a naive
(binned) map of our time-ordered data is sufficient to
obtain useful results. For QUIET in polarization, this
naive map differs from the full solution only on large
scales. The binned maps act as highpass-filtered versions
of the solved maps.
This map is shown in Figure 3. The images are cen-
tered on the peak of the galaxy’s light from a 2MASS
KS-band image (Skrutskie et al. 2006). Polarized emis-
sion is brighter in Q-band than in W-band. The noise is
higher to the left, a gradient expected from the position
of the source at the outskirt of the QUIET field. In Q-
band, polarized emission is apparent in the outer lobes
even 2◦ away from the galaxy. The lobes have the same
slight “S” shape as seen in total intensity (in WMAP,
Planck, and multiple radio observations) and in radio po-
larization. The peak emission is offset from the galaxy.
In Q-band, the peak emission is centered on two spots
on either side of the galaxy, at (∆l sin b,∆b) ∼ (−5′, 30′)
(near the Northern Middle Lobe) and another spot at
∼ (0′, 15′). Comparing WMAP and Planck images of
the lobe, the peaks of polarized emission lie nearer to
the galaxy than the peaks of total intensity. In W-band,
the brightest emission is nearer to the galaxy than in Q-
band, and the brightest emission is in fact concentrated
in one spot, at (∆l sin b,∆b) ∼ (0′, 5′).
Note that the peaks of the polarized emission in Q-
band and W-band differ in location and intensity, and
the polarization direction varies strongly as a function
of position. This is instructive as we later consider the
population of unresolved sources. For the same reason,
our measurements of point-like sources below cannot eas-
ily probe rotation measure and magnetic fields; for un-
resolved sources, we cannot be sure that we are always
probing regions with the same intrinsic polarization di-
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Figure 4. The data are noisy, but Pict A, at the center of this Q-
band image, is nonetheless detected at S/N = 7.75, with a positive
Stokes Q and negative Stokes U . The unmasked region has a 120′
diameter, and the beam FHWM is 27.3′.
rection. This may be why, for our larger set of point-like
sources, the polarization intensities and the polarization
directions show little correlation between the two fre-
quencies.
Another bright source, radio galaxy Pictor A, lies in
our CMB-2 field. This object also has multiple compo-
nents; the central nucleus and both radio lobes appear
as separate entries in the AT20G catalog30, with a to-
tal lobe-to-lobe separation of about 8′. This separation
is smaller than the FWHM of our beams, so we cannot
separately resolve the components. Figure 4 shows that
our data are noisy, but Pict A is nonetheless detected in
polarization at S/N = 7.75. At 20 GHz, Murphy et al.
(2010) find that the nucleus (6320 ± 110 mJy) is much
brighter than the western lobe (1464 ± 55 mJy) in to-
tal intensity. However, they detect no significant polar-
30 Western lobe: AT20G J051926-454554; nucleus: AT20G
J051949-454643; eastern lobe: AT20G J052006-454745.
8ization from the nucleus, while the western lobe has a
large polarized flux density (423 ± 5 mJy). The west-
ern lobe also has stronger polarization at lower frequen-
cies < 5 GHz (Perley et al. 1997). Using our standard
photometry method, as described in Section 3.1, our ob-
servations also yield the largest polarization toward the
western lobe, with a maximum likelihood polarization of
SP = 205
+31
−21 mJy at Q-band and SP = 89
+33
−33 mJy at
W-band.
However, because of our beam sizes and the close
proximity of the components, our standard photometry
method is sub-optimal, as it does not account for over-
lapping emission. Therefore, for Pict A we also compute
the flux density by integrating over top-hat apertures of
increasing sizes, which provides some notion of the total
polarization, even though we lack the resolution to ex-
amine the three components of Pict A individually. For
Q-band, the polarization signal increases as the aper-
ture expands up to ∼ 30′ in radius, and is then constant
within the errors. For that aperture, we find (SQ, SU ) =
(105±40,−146±39) mJy, consistent to our standard fit,
but with larger error bars31. In the same 30′ aperture for
W-band, we find (SQ, SU ) = (104± 77,−249± 77) mJy,
but the signal is not constant as the aperture is increased
further, so we are unable to fit a constant background off-
set. This is due to large scale features in the map, and
so this W-band aperture photometry may be unreliable.
To avoid multiple counting in our summary statistics be-
low, we either include only the western lobe of Pict A,
or exclude it altogether.
4.2. Point sources
For the remainder of the AT20G sources, which are se-
lected at 20 GHz, we measure the values of the Stokes pa-
rameters at 43 and 95 GHz. Depending on detection sig-
nificance, we provide a measurement or an upper limit on
the polarized flux density, as described above. Further,
for some of the AT20G sources that exceed S/N > 2.0
in our measurements, an additional AT20G source lies
within 30′. However, except for the components of Pict
A, all of those neighboring sources have S/N < 2.0 sig-
nificance in our measurements, limiting the potential for
contamination.
We find a handful of point-like sources producing po-
larized flux density at high signal-to-noise ratio, as listed
in Tables 3 and 4. We adopt a threshold of S/N > 2.7
for these tables, which is a compromise that keeps the
table short and limits the number of spurious detec-
tions. At that level of significance or greater, we find
11 independent sources in Q-band and 7 sources in
W-band. Only AT20GJ042840-375619 (the well-known
quasar PKS 0426-380) exceeds the significance cut in
both Q- and W-bands. Accounting for the total num-
ber of AT20G sources, noise alone should account for
3.3 ± 1.8 detections of polarized emission in each table,
based on Poisson statistics. At S/N > 3.0 or greater,
only 1.3 ± 1.1 detections should be spurious, while we
find seven in Q-band and six in W-band. We therefore
conclude that the greater part of the listed sources record
genuine polarized emission. Figure 5 shows the brightest
sources for W-band.
31 Aperture photometry is less restrictive than the fitted tem-
plate from section 3.
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Figure 5. The three sources detected in W-band at greatest
significance: AT20GJ042840-375619, AT20GJ053850-440508, and
AT20GJ052257-362730. The unmasked regions have a 60′ diame-
ters, and the beam FWHM is 12.8′.
For a sensitivity cut of S/N > 3, it is interesting
to note that we find similar numbers of sources in the
more sensitive Q-band at 43 GHz and the slightly less
sensitive W-band at 95 GHz (see Figure 1). If these
sources were equally bright in both bands we would tend
to see fewer in W-band. Of course, we cannot draw
strong conclusions based on this small number of sources,
but this observation may suggest that source polariza-
tion is fairly flat over this frequency range. WMAP
found that the mean spectral index in intensity is also
nearly flat (and slightly negative): S ∝ ναSED with mean
αSED±∆αSED = −0.09±0.28, where the range indicates
source-to-source scatter (Wright et al. 2009).
In Figure 6, we show our polarization measurements
of sources compared to the 20 GHz total intensity on
which they were selected. For each band, we separate
sources observed with S/N > 2.7 from the lower sig-
nificance sources to make the plots clearer. For higher
signal-to-noise ratio sources, we show the maximum like-
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Figure 6. Polarized flux density measured with QUIET versus the total intensity at 20 GHz, where the sources are selected from the
AT20G catalog. The top two plots are Q-band (43 GHz, see Table 3) and the bottom two plots are W-band (95 GHz, see Table 4). The
higher-significance subsets, with S/N > 2.7, show 68% confidence intervals around the maximum likelihood point, and are plotted separately
from the upper limits. In the upper limit plots, each vertical error bars shows the 95% confidence interval, and connects to zero through
the points that mark the maximum likelihood value. Sources marked with a ring have another AT20G source within 30′.
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Table 3
S/N > 2.7 detections, Q-band.
ID R.A. Dec. SQ (mJy) SU (mJy) SP,ML (mJy) α (
◦) Pr(> χ2) S/N
AT20GJ010613-504421 1:06:13.26 -50:44:21.7 −55± 19 −29± 19 61+18−23 −77+12−8 0.0063 2.73
AT20GJ010645-403419 1:06:45.11 -40:34:19.5 16± 42 160± 41 156+44−41 42+8−8 0.00052 3.47
AT20GJ015358-540653 1:53:58.37 -54:06:53.5 −133± 63 175± 63 208+71−65 63+10−6 0.0025 3.02
AT20GJ042840-375619 4:28:40.37 -37:56:19.2 102± 28 −8± 28 100+27−30 −3+10−6 0.0014 3.19
AT20GJ050838-330853 5:08:38.05 -33:08:53.5 −86± 23 4± 23 85+22−24 88+10−6 0.0008 3.35
AT20GJ051926-454554 ab 5:19:26.34 -45:45:54.6 153± 26 −143± 26 205+31−21 −22+4−3 9.5× 10−15 7.75
AT20GJ051949-454643 ab 5:19:49.70 -45:46:43.7 141± 26 −126± 26 185+31−21 −21+5−3 3.3× 10−12 6.96
AT20GJ052006-454745 ab 5:20:06.47 -45:47:45.5 125± 26 −113± 26 164+31−23 −21+5−4 1.1× 10−9 6.09
AT20GJ053757-461430 5:37:57.60 -46:14:30.3 29± 30 −90± 30 92+29−34 −36+10−8 0.0063 2.73
AT20GJ111301-354947 11:13:01.51 -35:49:47.5 43± 36 −108± 36 110+36−39 −34+10−8 0.0065 2.72
AT20GJ113855-465342 a 11:38:55.60 -46:53:42.6 91± 36 −98± 36 128+38−35 −23+8−8 0.0011 3.25
AT20GJ123045-312123 12:30:45.02 -31:21:23.1 109± 30 −26± 31 109+33−30 −6+8−8 0.001 3.29
AT20GJ224326-393352 22:43:26.04 -39:33:52.6 −100± 33 46± 31 106+34−34 77+10−8 0.0034 2.93
Note. — AT20G catalog locations show 43 GHz polarized flux density at a statistical significance equivalent to S/N > 2.7 in QUIET
Q-band data. Stokes parameters and angle are given in Galactic coordinates, adopting the CMB convention (see text).
a Another AT20G source lies within 30′.
b Component of Pict A.
Table 4
S/N > 2.7 detections, W-band.
ID R.A. Dec. SQ (mJy) SU (mJy) SP,ML (mJy) α (
◦) Pr(> χ2) S/N
AT20GJ000601-423439 a 0:06:01.95 -42:34:39.8 135± 45 44± 45 133+49−46 9+10−8 0.0067 2.71
AT20GJ005645-445102 0:56:45.80 -44:51:02.4 83± 26 −37± 26 85+30−25 −12+8−8 0.0026 3.01
AT20GJ042840-375619 4:28:40.37 -37:56:19.2 248± 37 5± 37 247+38−38 1+4−4 2.8× 10−10 6.31
AT20GJ052257-362730 a 5:22:57.94 -36:27:30.4 90± 25 −10± 25 85+29−22 −3+8−8 0.0015 3.17
AT20GJ053850-440508 5:38:50.35 -44:05:08.7 103± 30 73± 30 124+31−31 18+7−6 0.00014 3.81
AT20GJ054922-405107 5:49:22.79 -40:51:06.9 86± 33 −76± 33 109+34−34 −22+10−6 0.0027 3.00
AT20GJ234038-344249 a 23:40:38.63 -34:42:49.4 −241± 116 −323± 116 388+121−121 −63+8−8 0.0025 3.03
Note. — AT20G catalog locations show 95 GHz polarized flux density at a statistical significance equivalent to S/N > 2.7 in QUIET
W-band data. Stokes parameters and angle are given in Galactic coordinates, adopting the CMB convention (see text).
a Another AT20G source lies within 30′.
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lihood point and the 68% interval, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. Conversely, for lower signal-to-noise ratio sources,
we only plot the maximum likelihood point and a 95%
upper limit. The sensitivity of our upper limit depends
on the data and the errors at that position on the map.
Half of the sources have polarizations below 90 mJy in Q-
band and below 106 mJy in W-band, at 95% confidence.
No trend is immediately clear. Our strongest detec-
tions tend to come from sources with 20 GHz S > 1 Jy,
but among those 19 sources, several yield only upper
limits in our data. This may indicate diversity in the
higher-frequency polarization properties of the sources
selected from the 20 GHz catalog. Simple models, which
fix both the frequency scaling (αSED) and the polariza-
tion fraction (at a few percent), will not reproduce this
result.
4.3. Validation and robustness
We now consider the robustness of these results by
means of null-maps and simple simulations. The null-
map used in the following was produced in the course
of the CMB power spectrum analysis for the Q-band,
in which the data were split into the first and sec-
ond halves of the first observing season, comprising 232
days from 2008 October–2009 June. Subtracting (rather
than adding) these half-datasets during mapmaking pro-
duces the null map. Ideally, any time-independent signal
should cancel in this map, leaving only residual noise
and, possibly, variable sources.
We run the null map cutouts through the same pipeline
as the main analysis, and show in Figure 7 the resulting
distributions of source significances. Here we see that
the Q-band and W-band maps show an excess of high-
significance polarization measurements compared to the
expectation from noise alone. By contrast, for the source
positions in the Q-band null map, we find fewer indi-
cations of additional polarized flux beyond noise: At
S/N > 3 we expect 1.3 ± 1.1 spurious sources, and find
two. These consistent values for the null map strengthen
our confidence in the covariance matrices.
Both the S/N ≥ 3 sources seen in the null map could
be spurious and yet still consistent with noise. However,
one source, AT20GJ111301-354947, which has S/N = 3.0
in the null map, has S/N = 2.7 in the standard summed
map and also appears in Table 3. The Stokes parame-
ters are nearly the same in the null map and the standard
map. This may be explained by source variability: if a
source produces emission during just one half of the ob-
serving season, it does not matter if the quiescent half
of the data is added (standard map) or subtracted (null
map). The other significant source in the null map is
AT20GJ053850-440508, which has S/N = 3.4 in the null
map and S/N = 0.55 in the standard map. In intensity,
this source is very bright and highly variable, varying
during 2009 September–2010 March from 6.141±0.089 Jy
to 14.814± 0.194 Jy at 39.8 GHz according to (Massardi
et al. 2011a), although that work does not include a mea-
surement of polarization. Although it is suspicious that
this is one of the brightest sources in our region, it is hard
to reconcile our large polarized detection in the null map
with the lack of detection in the standard map, unless it
is a noise fluctuation. Given the number of source posi-
tions in our fields, noise alone could mimic a S/N > 3.4
source with a chance of one in four.
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Figure 7. Cumulative number of sources versus χ2, also show-
ing the equivalent significance, compared to the expected distribu-
tion. The line is the expected distribution from a cumulative χ2-
distribution under the null hypothesis that source positions show
no excess polarized flux density. The dashed error bars are given
by Poisson statistics. The null hypothesis is a good fit for the
null map, but a poor fit for the standard maps; each shows excess
high-significance objects, evidence of polarized emission.
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Our next tests of robustness use synthetic maps.
Specifically, we simulate maps in which every source
is assigned zero flux density, but has the same noise
and covariance properties given by the maximum likeli-
hood pipeline. The measured fluxes from this simulation
are statistically consistent with noise. Finally, we ran
two simulations including simulated sources with either
100 mJy or 1 Jy amplitudes and randomized polarization
directions, and find that our recovered Stokes parameters
are unbiased.
4.4. Inter-frequency comparisons
We now compare the polarization measurements be-
tween our bands and also to other measurements of the
same sources in the literature.
43GHz polarization versus 95GHz polarization— We ex-
pect bright sources will tend to be bright in both bands
as a result of both intrinsic luminosity and distance ef-
fects. However, the low signal-to-noise ratio of our mea-
surements complicates our ability to measure this corre-
lation in all but the brightest sources.
Overall, there are 460 sources that overlap the sky area
covered by both frequency bands. Imposing a S/N > 1.0
cut in both bands, we expect 47.3± 6.9 sources but find
60. At S/N > 1.5 in both bands, we expect 8.3 ± 2.9
sources but find 17. At S/N > 2.0 in both bands, we
begin to run out of sources, expecting 1.2 ± 1.1 sources
but finding 3.
Because of the statistics of the polarization amplitude,
we must be very cautious interpreting our measurements.
For example, for S/N > 1, the polarized flux density
shows a positive correlation between Q- and W-band
data, with Pearson’s r = 0.46. However, our tests with a
synthetic catalog indicate that this effect is mostly sta-
tistical. It results because noise rms have a similar trend
as a function of position for Q-band and W-band due to
scanning depth, so the ability for a particular location to
have large upward fluctuations in polarization amplitude
is correlated between the bands. With a higher signal-
to-noise ratio cut, S/N > 1.5, the correlation coefficient
drops to r = 0.11. Similarly, among the full set of 460
sources, 252 have a smaller maximum likelihood polar-
ization amplitude in Q-band than in W-band, and among
the 60 sources with S/N > 1, 36 have a smaller ampli-
tude in Q-band. This too seems to be a statistical effect,
and is not due to the source spectral energy distribution
(SED), as our tests based on noise-only synthetic cat-
alogs find similar or greater numbers. This bias toward
W-band can be caused by (1) the positive definite proba-
bility distribution for polarization amplitude and (2) the
larger error bars in W-band which cause larger excursions
(which skew positive) from the true flux density.
Another approach we advocate is to compare the
Stokes parameters individually between the bands. Be-
cause the errors in the Stokes parameters are Gaussian
distributed, they are simpler statistics, and each set is an
independent probe. This should be useful for future ex-
periments with larger number of high signal-to-noise ra-
tio sources. For a large number of well-measured sources,
any trend should be the same for each Stokes parame-
ter, due to the random orientation of objects on the sky.
Since we only measure a few sources well, we are limited
by our significant scatter. Here the correlation among
S/N > 1 sources (in both bands) is weak, with r = 0.020
for Stokes Q and r = −0.12 for Stokes U . So we do not
find any evidence that the individual Stokes parameters
correlate between the bands.
This we might expect if—as in Cen A—different phys-
ical parts of the AGN are bright in polarization at dif-
ferent frequencies. If true generally, it means that pre-
dicting accurately the polarization angle of an unresolved
source, based on measurements at other frequencies, will
not be straightforward without a detailed physical model.
QUIET versus 20GHz polarization— Of the 476 AT20G
sources included in our Q-band analysis, 67 have a
20 GHz polarization listed in the catalog. For W-band
there is a largely overlapping group of 69 sources. We
separate these sources into four groups according to the
following criteria: (1) sources for which both AT20G and
QUIET set an upper limit on polarization, (2) sources for
which AT20G sets an upper limit and QUIET detects,
(3) sources AT20G detects and for which QUIET sets
an upper limit, and (4) sources which both AT20G and
QUIET detect. The last three groups—which include
at least one detection—are plotted in Figure 8. As in
intensity, we see no clear correlation between 20 GHz
polarization and our polarization measurements.
Spectral energy distribution for bright sources— For the ten
sources with S/N ≥ 3 in either of the QUIET bands,
we plot spectral energy distributions using our measure-
ments and those from the literature. All sources have
20 GHz intensity from the AT20G survey, and many have
5 and 8 GHz total intensity. Many of these bright sources
also have some polarization information from AT20G. We
plot WMAP and Planck total intensity measurements if
a matching catalog source can be found within 4′, a gen-
erous approximation of the positional uncertainty.
Variability can be significant for these sources, and
complicates the interpretation of the SED. Flux varia-
tions are often fairly uniform across millimeter bands
(Chen et al. 2013; Franzen et al. 2009; Bolton et al. 2006).
The change at higher frequency almost always precedes
the change at lower frequency and the polarization frac-
tion could be driven higher or lower as a source flares, due
to the physical mechanism of the flux variation. These
changes are almost always associated with a new com-
ponent propagating through the core or along a jet (e.g.
Blandford & Ko¨nigl 1979). Sometimes the polarization
is dominated by the core and sometimes it is dominated
by the jet, and a new component can change the balance
of the emitted flux.
To show variability, in Figure 9 we depict measure-
ment of intensity and polarization for AT20GJ042840-
375619 (PKS 0426-380; WMAP J0428-3757; also called
PLANCK044 G240.73-43.59 and PMN J0428-3756),
highlighting the change in the intensity in WMAP mea-
surements over the nine years of the mission, beginning
in the second half of 2001. QUIET took data in 2008–
2010, with the Q-band first and the W-band second.
The AT20G catalog data were taken from 2004 to 2008.
Planck data from the 2013 release covers two sky sur-
veys from 2009 and 2010. However, unlike WMAP and
QUIET, which make long time averages, Planck ’s scan
strategy yields two snapshots of the sources, taken ∼ 6
months apart, which are then averaged in the catalog.
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Figure 8. QUIET data versus 20 GHz polarization. Top row: QUIET Q-band (43 GHz) measurements. Left, limits for AT20G and errors
for QUIET; center, errors for AT20G and limits for QUIET; right, errors for both AT20G and QUIET. Bottom row: the same but for
QUIET W-band (95 GHz).
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Figure 9. Intensity and polarization measurements for
AT20GJ042840-375619. WMAP measurements are catalog values
for total intensity, by year of WMAP data (see text).
Ten of our highest S/N sources have their SEDs plot-
ted in Figure 10, all having S/N≥ 3 in at least one
QUIET band. We expect about 1.3 spurious detections
at S/N > 3 for each band, so 2.6 ± 1.6 of these SEDs
may be selected due to a spurious fluctuation. We plot
two combinations of WMAP data, namely values from
the nine-year catalog and an average of years 2008–2010,
which are contemporaneous to the QUIET observations.
The SEDs are diverse and interesting. Half the sources
have rising SEDs, half are flat or falling. All four sources
that have a total intensity amplitude above 1 Jy as ob-
served by WMAP and Planck also have a polarization
fraction above 1%, and a few have very large polariza-
tion fractions. For instance, AT20GJ042840-375619 in
W-band has a polarization of 12.1+2.1−2.2 percent compared
to the Planck total intensity catalog value at 100 GHz.
The polarization fraction compared to WMAP is higher,
19.3+5.7−4.6 percent, but WMAP averages the total inten-
sity over a longer duration. The source AT20GJ010645-
403419 has a polarization fraction at Q-band of 11.1+4.1−3.3
percent compared to Planck, but we do not detect it in
W-band. The total intensity measurement in WMAP
Q-band is higher, so the comparative polarization frac-
tion is lower, 6.3+1.9−1.7 percent. For Pictor A’s western
lobe, AT20GJ051926-454554, the WMAP and Planck
data pick up contributions from the nucleus and eastern
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Figure 10. Spectral energy distributions in temperature and polarization for point-like sources that are S/N ≥ 3 or better in either
Q-band or W-band. Left-to-right and top-to-bottom, the plots are sorted by right ascension. Two points are shown for WMAP when
available: the nine-year catalog value (WMAP I) and an average of WMAP individual year catalogs (2008–2010) overlapping in time with
QUIET observations.
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lobe, which reduces the effective polarization fraction in
> 10′ resolution imaging to 4.1± 0.6 percent at Q-band.
Several of the SEDs appear peculiar. For instance,
the QUIET polarized flux density is sometimes equal
to or greater than the total intensity measurement at
5–20 GHz. Variability could explain this, but the rel-
evant sources are for the most part not listed in the
WMAP or Planck catalogs, which implies that the to-
tal intensity flux density must be below ∼ 1 Jy. This
in turn would mean that the polarization fractions are
very large. Some of these fainter sources may be spu-
rious (such as AT20GJ005645-445102, AT20GJ050838-
330853, and AT20GJ113855-465342), because they are
significant in only one band. However, AT20GJ123045-
312123 is detected with significances of S/N = 3.29 and
S/N = 2.28 in the Q- and W-bands, and the probability
is 1.1% that we should encounter in both bands simulta-
neously a spurious fluctuation this large or larger.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured polarization at 43 and 95 GHz at
the locations of ∼ 480 20-GHz-selected radio sources.
We have several S/N > 3 detections of polarized emis-
sion. Since we know from the 20 GHz data that sources
are present, our many upper limits also provide useful
constraints for the 43 and 95 GHz polarized source pop-
ulations. We find no immediately obvious trend between
the 20 GHz intensity or polarization and the higher fre-
quency polarization. These results do not support sim-
ple models that assume source populations with uniform
SEDs and polarization fractions.
We find similar numbers of high-significance polariza-
tion detections at 43 and 95 GHz, despite a lower sensitiv-
ity in the higher frequency band. This may suggest a flat
spectrum in polarization. Several of the bright sources
show the same trend. However the signal-to-noise ratio
is too low for most individual sources to allow us to draw
firm conclusions from direct band-to-band comparisons
of flux densities. The SEDs of bright sources are diverse
and interesting, and may in some cases require significant
variability to make sense.
With these observations we have in hand a probability
distribution for the polarization for each source. That
allows us to set constraints on properties of the whole
population. In the future we will test models of polarized
source counts, and to assess the implied impact on CMB
polarization.
Future CMB surveys (e.g. AdvACTPol32, Simons Ar-
ray33, SPT3G34, COrE+35, LiteBIRD36, PIXIE37) will
make even more sensitive polarization measurements
over large areas of the sky. The methods presented
here for detection and analysis of extragalactic, polar-
ized sources can be readily applied to those data sets,
revealing more about the properties of AGN emission.
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